Here σ is driving stress, A is a material property, Q is activation energy, R is the molar gas 
43
Here we show that extensional strain rates derived from slip on seismogenic normal 44 faults in the actively uplifting and extending central and southern Italian Apennines can be 45 used to address this issue. The strain rates are measured at the surface using published 46 structural data 9,11 ( Fig. 1, 2 began is proportional to elevation, h, which as explained in the Methods is a reasonable 96 assumption 10,12 , the increase in differential stress is independent of depth and simply
97
proportional to ρgh (ρ is crustal density; g is acceleration due to gravity). This reasoning,
98
which requires that buoyancy forces rather than plate boundary forces are the dominant rates derived from fault slip and geodetic data 16 assume n ≈ 3 to explain their data but here,
103
for the first time, we use such data to constrain its value.
104
Our surface strain rate measurements are derived from slip along faults so they do not contribute to lowering the effective viscosity (Fig. 1d) 25 .
121
In the mid-to lower crust quartzo-feldspathic mylonites form a fabric of mineral The relationship between ė and h (Fig. 1d) 
146
( Fig. 4) , historical earthquake shaking records (since 1349 A.D.) and the distribution of
147
Holocene scarps imply a broader active zone 80-90km wide (Fig. 4) . These apparently rates within grid cells, the dimensions of which can be specified and thus varied. Fig. 2(a) 
161
shows principal extensional strain rates (blue bars) calculated using this approach for 20 km x Apennines from NW to SE (see Fig. S2 ). To characterise shorter wavelength spatial 173 variations in strain rate and elevation across strike across the central Apennines we calculate
174
Δė / Δx and Δh / Δx (Fig. 2b) , by taking the difference in strain-rate (Δė) and mean elevation 
327
CHS contributed to understanding the behaviour of coupled frictional-viscous fault systems.
328
GPR provided the structural data and analysed the strain rate vs elevation relation.
329
JFW performed the strain rate calculations and quantified data uncertainties.
330
PS contributed to understanding stress and strain rate variations in a layered lithosphere. 
